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Chapter 1 : Keep the Faith: A Memoir by Faith Evans & Aliya S King on Apple Books
Faith Evans is a musical icon in her own right, dropping hit records such as Faith (), Keep the Faith (), Faithfully (), and
The First Lady ().

She tells how she grew up, she lets us in on her relationships with the different men she dated and slept with
including Biggie and her new husband Todd. Licha I was prepared not to like this book. For the first half of
the book I found myself rolling my eyes every time she patted herself on the back or made some reference to
how g Nicki Would have never guessed that Faith was so thugged out. But I have to give props to Puff for
cleaning up her image I learned a lot about Faith from this book. I can also relate to her with the men issues.
But I must say if you had second thoughts about buying this book, go back to the store and get it. You will
laugh and cry with Faith. Karena I just finished reading this book today. Normally I can zoom through books,
but this book was over three hundred pages long. With that said, I enjoyed it and I recommend it to anyone to
read. And like everyone else, I had been intrigued by her life, because it seemed like drama followed her.
Given that she was marrie Adrienna Faith Evans has a beautiful picture on the cover. She had lived with her
grandparents for a period of time with her single mother and foster kids that her grandparents adopted at a
time. She also uncovers how she falls into love too easily. She fell for an abusive boyfriend, JT, and married
man, W Mel I like Faith as an artist. So, I was interested in what went on behind the scenes in her real life. A
little about her childhood and up upbringing, how she broke into the music world and, how she met her
husband, the Notorious B. But also talked about the reason for the mistakes she made. Why she chose the men
that she did. I was really surprised at how forthcoming Faith was in revealing her many sexual dalliances and
abortions. She held nothing back, including the several beatdowns she dished out to the women who were
having affairs with her husband, Biggie Smalls, including Lil Kim. Faith Evans has been known to me as a
famous singer that was married to Biggie Smalls. I never really knew about her life before and after Biggie;
this gives it all and more. At one point while reading this novel, I felt as though I was walking in her shoes and
now have a better understanding of the choices she made. Daineen This book is so touching, ever since I was
little I loved Faith and saw every video of her. The the movie B. G and it was grate. Even though I didnt know
him growning up i felt like I did. This book explains everything when Faith got to know Big. This book is a
best seller and I agree because it taught me a lot about making the right choises in your life. Faith is my hero i
felt like if I was to Ever meet her I would tell her my life story. I remember how folks had stated that Faith and
Biggie were together, and got married, and she gave us an inside view of her marriage. On a positive note the
book showed how ruthless the music business can be. Lil kim was definitely a villan. Big was her lover and
her enemy. She had a love and hate relationship for music. In keep the Faith, Faith experiences a life of sex,
drugs and a strong insatiable appetite for drama; but some how she survives it all. It made me become a fan of
Faith. I liked that it wasnt so much a tell-all the damn business but still gave you a lot of insight on her, big,
the business. I loved this story. Tisha Since I enjoy her music I picked this up to learn more about her as a
person She did an excellent job of telling the story and shedding the light on what I always wanted to know.
So was it all apart of Lil Kims imagination? If she was his girl he mistreated, beat her and made her have an
abortion. But she still loves him. Jasmine Holloman If you read this book without seeing the cover or the
mention of the big names, you would think it was an urban fiction story. Yet, as history shows, Faith Evans
story is true, shocking, and sometimes just crazy. The book was very easy and quick to breeze through, but I
did have to knock her down a star because she kept telling stories without mentioning the peopl Amanda I
liked the writing. Though it was a bit repetitive. I was amazed at how the author talked about sex and or used
sex. So different from my own ways. Faith Evans claims to make a world famous lasagna. I want to known
who has tried it. The best part of the book is that it seems to take forever, but I grieved for him for a very long
time. And then, as time passed, the icy wall of grief surrounding my heart began to thaw and melt. I remarried,
had more children, and continued to record and release music. But sometimes, I still find myself thinking
about Big Big never got a chance to tell his story. Glynnis This book was way more then what I expected it to
be. So far it is a depressing catalog of multiple generations of disempowered minority women sailing through
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life on the winds of hasty choices to reproduce with mostly-absent and sometimes even unidentified men.
Eliza The person who recommended this book to me promised it would be a quick and juicy read. OMG - was
it ever! What I loved about the book was that it read as if singer Faith Evans was sitting right next to you,
telling you her life story. I loved her honesty and it fed answered some questions I had when I was younger
especially about her and Tupac. Taisa Smith This was really a nice book. I gave er three stars because I found
out a lot of thing I never knew about Faith Evans. She talked about her ups and downs through out her life. So
she went on with her life and re-married then soon after had other childr I was very surprised with how open
faith was in this memoir. She talked about some things that alot of us would definitely think twice about
sharing with some close friends let alone the whole world. After reading this book I feel like I know and can
relate to faith and appreciate her sharing her story because there are alot of young females that can relate and
learn alot from her mistakes. Lashawnda It was not a a bad book but it was not the best either. She says that
her life does not start and end with Biggie Small but almost all of the entire book takes place in the 2 years
that she was signed to Bad Boy and hooked up with Biggie. Matter of that was the most interesting part of the
book. I was surprised to read that she had worked written for so many groups. So overall not bad but not my
favorite. A Memoir A Secret Sisterhood: Inside the Criminal Mind: Adventures in the Margin of Error
Triggers:
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Keep the Faith" is a great memoir that is very informative and detailed about Faith Evans. Faith Evans has been known
to me as a famous singer that was married to Biggie Smalls. I never really knew about her life before and after Biggie;
this gives it all and more.

I grieved for him for a very long time. And then, as time passed, the icy wall of grief surrounding my heart
began to thaw and I began to heal. I remarried, had more children, and continued to record and release more
music. I continued to live my life. But sometimes, I still find myself thinking about Big being rushed the
hospital, and I break down in tears. His debut album was called Ready to Die. Big never got a chance to tell
his story. But I can only speak on what he meant to me. My journey has been complicated on many levels.
And since I am always linked to Big, there are a lot of misconceptions about who I really am. I hope that in
reading my words, there is inspiration to be found. Perhaps you can duplicate my success or achieve where I
have failed. Use my life as an example-of what to do and in some cases, what not to do. I was really surprised
at how forthcoming Faith wass in revealing her many sexual dalliances and abortions. She held nothing back,
including the several beatdowns she dished out to the women who were having affairs with her
husband,Biggie Smalls, including Lil Kim. She was definitley not a shrinking violet when it came time to
whip some you know what. But admittedly, she was not able to bring the same bravado to the table when
dealing with record executives, included Sean Combs. Eventually Faith is able to stand up for herself. She
truly went through a great deal, some at her own hand and other incidents due to the actions of others.
Subsequently, Mary asked for her vocals to be removed, because of a disagreemenw with Sean Combs.
Overall, this was an engaging read and a nice musical trip down memory lane. She claimed that she never
pursued Tupac and how he was jumping in her limo and wanting to be seen with her, but I see pictures on the
internet of her posing happily with Tupac. Other than that, it was a good autobiography that kept me
interested. By Marquita Williams on Jul 12, Yes Faith I had been wanting to read this for years and I finally
got around to buying this and wow. She really opens her self up and exposes stuff that you think should only
be between a person and God if they believe in God. I appreciate her for that. At first I was thinking,Why
would she want her kids to know all of this but I believe adults will walk away and hopefully teens will walk
away from reading this book never wanting to make the same mistakes she did. All she went through shaped
who she is but I believe she wants people to understand her better but still know she wish she did things
differently. I was always a fan of her talent but this book made me a fan of her strength! Excellent read By
Kindle Customer on Mar 22, Only a few years younger than faith and biggie I remember all the buzz. I cried
when Big died. To read all the details of the life they shared and what faith has overcome has been inspiring
and emotional. What a strong woman. This book also provides so many unknown details that were really
shocking! Entertaining and informative By Tglover on Dec 27, I like it but I felt that she was "explaining" her
actions a little too much. There has always been a certain mystique about Faith dating back to her Bad Boy
days, and this book definitely gave a lot of insight on many things I had no clue about. From her upbringing,
entry into the music business, relationships with Biggie, Diddy, Mary J Blige, Lil Kim, Tupac etc; this was a
great tell-all, but written very tastefully. Waller on Mar 15, I decided to purchase this book after seeing Faith
on the Wendy Williams show recently. I totally love Faith and is a huge fan of her music. I loved how honest
she was about events that happened in her life. However, I feel that some parts she was making herself come
off as too innocent and naive But I feel like this book was really down to earth and was a true page turner. I
read it in 2 days. I do feel like Kim has yet to tell her side and you kinda almost get the feeling that Kim is a
bit delusional about the true nature of how Big felt about her. I think he loved Kim, but I doubt if their
relationship would ever be more than sex and him being a musical mentor to her if he was still living. I felt her
music was for the older crowd. I had no idea that she was only 22 and went through so much! I applaud Faith
for sharing what really went down, I could not stop reading this book. I heard her voice throughout the entire
read and was taken back to instantly. I felt like I was there and I enjoyed her playful style of keeping my
interest. I know she is proud of this book because she is not bashing anyone but instead telling her story of
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something so personal. I hope she writes again. Add a Book Review Book Summary: This particular edition is
in a Hardcover format. It was published by Grand Central Publishing and has a total of pages in the book. To
buy this book at the lowest price, Click Here.
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Chapter 3 : Keep the Faith by Faith Evans: SD's Rating on the Book | Page 2 | Lipstick Alley
Faith Evans' relevance to hip-hop and R&B has been cut down to her being one of the original members of the Bad Boy
family and her being married to hip-hop's beloved icon, The Notorious B.I.G. Faith, or (ghost?)writer Aliya S. King,
recognizes this and opens the book with the night.

Get back in the car. You need to get to the hospital. I think something happened to Big. Regardless, these parts
are necessary to show who exactly Faith is. An interesting piece of trivia from this part is that Faith grew up
around a guy named Reggie who would later become Redman, and they dated too. Faith never goes into detail
about their relationship, but Red is attributed this darling little quote: Faith goes from hanging around the
studio with Christopher Williams to working with Al B. Sure to writing songs with Mary J. Big is
characterized as being a man of few words with infinite confidence. Faith first met Big at a Bad Boy photo
shoot. This nigga just told me he needs to leave. There are plenty of great stories from the Bad Boy days: The
next night at another party, Pac made sure to be seen with Faith all night. Later, Pac personally picked up
Faith from her hotel in a Benz to take her to the studio. Some bias is also evident. She recalls Charli calling up
after Big died and claiming ownership of one of his cars and Ms. Early on, Big is seen screaming at Kim,
telling her she could easily be replaced by Foxy Brown. A major problem is that parts are fishy. All too often,
Faith portrays herself as the innocent party. So many incidents start off with her saying she had no idea what
was going on at the time. Did she really not know that 2Pac was signed to Death Row, the biggest independent
label at the time, which was run by a man that is known for beating people down and making a guy drink
urine? Did nothing happen between her and Pac despite all the weed and alcohol in the room? Blige snubs her,
which conveniently gives the book a well-placed climax. It should be noted that Keep the Faith comes before
the release of the Notorious B. Faith is likely trying to tell her own side of the story before the movie comes
out and says otherwise. Faith tells us plenty about the man behind the mic, but not enough about the music.
Faith writes that she later learned that Big told Premo that he was going to marry her, which is a cute story, but
most would like to hear more about what it was like when the greatest rapper of all time and the greatest
producer of all time were in the studio together.
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Chapter 4 : Faith Evans Biography - Affair, Divorce, Ethnicity, Nationality, Salary, Net Worth, Height
Keep the FaithA Memoir, by Faith Evans with Aliya S. King Depending on who's asked, Faith Evans is either a skilled,
soulful songstress and lyricist with honeyed.

Faith Evans may be available for your next special event! Faith has given me the strength to get to where I am
now. I have Faith in God. I have faith in my abilities. I am what I am. Faith delivers riffs with a power and
effortlessness that will make you feel every bit of her joy and know every bit of her pain. She does this
because she knows no other way. I keep everything in my mind and heart until I lay the tracks. Everything I
feel comes out in my music. A lot has happened since she was a little girl in Newark, New Jersey. Even as a
high school honor student who went on to earn a full academic scholarship to Fordham University, Faith
Evans knew she was born to sing. She left Fordham after a year and ended up doing background vocals and
writing songs for the likes of Mary J. Blige , Pebbles and Christopher Williams. It also created a world-wide
anthem for mourners grieving the loss of their loved ones. I just had our baby three months before. And for at
least 6 months after that I was just blank. Just like any other human being, I went through an extremely painful
stage. I thought it was going to be a very long haul with a heavy block on my shoulders. We had good times.
We had bad times. Take care of my children. Be a wonderful mother, a wonderful artist, further my career and
expand it into other things. I know now that I can hold on to peace and let God light my battles. All I have to
do is "Keep the Faith. I appreciate all the love they gave when B.
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Chapter 5 : NPR Choice page
Faith Evans has a beautiful picture on the cover. Keep the Faith Memoir, Faith keeps it real with her struggles as a
fatherless child growing up in Newark, NJ and part of her childhood in Daveport, FL.

Opening the iTunes Store. Progress Indicator Opening Apple Books. We are unable to find iTunes on your
computer. To download from the iTunes Store, get iTunes now. Click I Have iTunes to open it now. I grieved
for him for a very long time. And then, as time passed, the icy wall of grief surrounding my heart began to
thaw and I began to heal. I remarried, had more children, and continued to record and release more music. I
continued to live my life. But sometimes, I still find myself thinking about Big being rushed the hospital, and I
break down in tears. His debut album was called Ready to Die. Big never got a chance to tell his story. But I
can only speak on what he meant to me. My journey has been complicated on many levels. And since I am
always linked to Big, there are a lot of misconceptions about who I really am. I hope that in reading my words,
there is inspiration to be found. Perhaps you can duplicate my success or achieve where I have failed. Use my
life as an example-of what to do and in some cases, what not to do. My whole reason for reading was to learn
about faith the woman, the artist, the crazy chick from jersey who married the notorious BIG I will
recommend this book a million times over and over because I am hooked. Her life and experiences are so
intriguing and I am so glad I was able to read about it all! Hope to see another book from Faith in the next
couple of years or sooner because I definitely will be supporting. I could not out this down. Faith is such a
beautiful soul with a very touching story to tell. I found myself inspired after reading.
Chapter 6 : Account Suspended
Keep The Faith was an interesting memoir about the music industry and the infamous relationship between rapper Biggy
Smalls and the authorrecording artist Faith Evans. It is a good read for those who.

Chapter 7 : Keep the Faith: A Memoir by Faith Evans, Aliya S. King ()
Faith Evans is a platinum-certified R&B artist and widow of "The Notorious B.I.G." Mother to Wallace's son, CJ (Evans
already had a daughter, Chyna, and later had two more sons, Joshua and Ryder.

Chapter 8 : Keep The Faith by Faith Evans
Keep the Faith is the second album by American singer Faith Evans. It was released on Bad Boy Records and peaked
at number 6 on the U.S. Billboard

Chapter 9 : Free Reading â™ âˆ»â‡„ Keep The Faith by Faith Evans â‹® Books Online
Review of memoir by R&B singer Faith Evans.
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